An interatomic potential model that can simultaneously describe metallic, covalent, and ionic bonding is suggested by combining the second nearest-neighbor modified embedded-atom method (2NNMEAM) and the charge equilibration (Qeq) method, as a further improvement of a series of existing models. Paying special attention to the removal of known problems found in the original Qeq model, a mathematical form for the atomic energy is newly developed, and carefully selected computational techniques are adapted for energy minimization, summation of Coulomb interaction, and charge representation. The model is applied to the Ti-O and Si-O binary systems selected as representative oxide systems for a metallic element and a covalent element. The reliability of the present 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential is evaluated by calculating the fundamental physical properties of a wide range of titanium and silicon oxides and comparing them with experimental data, density functional theory calculations, and other calculations based on (semi-)empirical potential models.
I. INTRODUCTION
As structural changes on an atomic scale are found to affect various materials properties or device performances, analysis of materials behavior on an atomic scale is becoming more and more important. Understanding materials phenomena on the atomic scale is rather tricky with experimental approaches but atomistic computer simulations can be an effective tool to obtain valuable information. Recently, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been widely used to estimate materials properties such as energetics, crystal structures, elastic constants, electronic structures, etc. Though the DFT calculations have a high computational accuracy, the number of atoms that can be dealt with is limited to below 1000 atoms. Atomistic simulations based on (semi-)empirical interatomic potentials can be effectively employed to simulate structures of thousands or even millions of atoms, and can be a good companion to the DFT calculations. Important here is that the interatomic potential should be able to reproduce correctly various fundamental physical properties (structural, elastic, defect, surface, thermal properties, etc.) of relevant elements and multicomponent materials systems. With developments of interatomic potential formalisms that can cover successfully a wide range of elements and multicomponent systems, the (semi-)empirical atomistic simulation of realistic materials systems is becoming increasingly feasible.
Many empirical interatomic potential models have been proposed for various materials with ionic, metallic, or covalent bonding nature. Molecular dynamics simulations for ionic liquids were performed for the first time in the early 1970s [1, 2] . The interatomic potential used for ionic liquids is the BornMayer-Huggins (BMH) [3] type pairwise potential that contains a Coulomb interaction term based on fixed point charges as well as a pairwise term. As crystallographic information * Corresponding author: calphad@postech.ac.kr becomes available for ionic compounds (oxides), the BMH model is upgraded so that it can describe structural properties of oxides, for example, SiO 2 . The representative BMH models, TTAM [4, 5] and BKS [6] , fairly well describe the structural properties of various SiO 2 polymorphs, such as α-quartz, α-cristobalite, coesite, stishovite, etc. The BMH model is further modified so that it can consider electronic polarization [7] , and it is finally reported that a potential based on the MorseStretch (MS) pairwise potential instead of the Born-Mayer type and containing a dipole polarization term performs better in describing structural properties of SiO 2 [8] . The common feature of all the above-mentioned potentials is that they are based on fixed charges, which means the variation of charge state during a reaction (oxidation, for example) cannot be investigated using atomistic simulations based on those potentials. Another problem of the potentials is that the pairwise potential (BM or MS) for the nonelectrostatic part is not suitable for description of realistic elements (silicon, for example).
It has been known that it is difficult to describe metallic or covalent elements using pairwise potentials, and it is not until the mid-1980s that many-body potentials suitable for realistic elements are proposed. The first many-body potential is the embedded-atom method (EAM) potential [9, 10] , which successfully describes a wide range of fundamental physical properties of metallic elements. The EAM is mainly for fcc elements, but is modified so that the potential can consider bonding directionality and thus deal with bcc, hcp, diamondstructured, and even gaseous elements. The modified EAM (MEAM [11] [12] [13] ) is further modified so that it can consider up to second nearest-neighbor interactions as well as first nearestneighbor interactions, removing some critical shortcomings found in the original version, and is named the second nearestneighbor MEAM (2NNMEAM [14] ). The 2NNMEAM model has been applied to a wide range of elements with metallic and covalent bonding nature and their alloy systems [15] .
Another advancement achieved in the solid-state modeling during the same period (early mid-1980s) is the invention of the universal equation of state by Rose et al. [16] [17] [18] [19] , which states that the cohesive energy of metallic or covalent solids can be described using one mathematical expression when properly rescaled. Abell [20] shows that the MS pairwise potential can describe well the universal behavior, and Tersoff [21, 22] formulates a potential model based on the MS potential introducing a bond-order term that considers many-body effects. While the basic concept of the EAM-series potentials originates from metallic bonding, the Tersoff potential is designed to describe bond breaking and new bond formation of covalent materials. The Tersoff potential is initially utilized for modeling silicon and carbon, and the formalism is extended to hydrocarbons by Brenner [23] . The Brenner potential, which is also called a reactive empirical bond-order potential (REBO), is modified for better description of hydrocarbon molecules as well as diamond, and is named the second-generation REBO (REBO2 [24] ). The REBO potential has been combined with the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential to model the van der Waals interaction, and a bond-order dependent switching function is introduced for a more realistic transition between LJ and REBO, and is named adaptive intermolecular REBO [25] .
The fact that interatomic potential models have been developed separately for elements with different bonding natures (ionic, metallic, and covalent) means that atomistic simulation techniques could not be used for materials systems with complex bonding natures such as metal/metal oxides or metal/ceramic composites. Both the EAM-2NNMEAM and the Tersoff-REBO2 potentials have continuously extended the applicable materials types. Starting from metallic bonding, the MEAM is extended to covalent materials, such as silicon and carbon, and is recently further extended to saturated hydrocarbon systems [26] . On the other hand, the Tersoff-REBO2, mainly designed for covalent materials, has been continuously modified to extend its coverage to metallic systems [27, 28] . However, those potentials commonly need to be further modified so that they can also consider ionic bonding.
The many-body potentials could be combined with the above-mentioned classical Coulomb interaction term based on fixed point charges. However, a more advanced extension to the ionic bonding nature becomes feasible thanks to the development of a charge equilibration (Qeq) scheme [29] that leads to equilibrium local atomic charges depending on geometry on the basis of the principle of equal chemical potential. Compared to the classical Coulomb potentials based on fixed point charges, this potential allows variation of charge state depending on the atomic environment and also considers radial distribution of electron density instead of assuming the point charge. The Qeq scheme is first combined with MS pairwise potentials (MS-Q) to describe SiO 2 [30] and Ti oxides [31, 32] , and is then combined with many-body potentials.
The first attempt to combine a many-body potential and Qeq scheme is made by Streitz and Mintmire [33] using the metallic EAM formalism. Zhou et al. [34] proposed a modified charge transfer-embedded-atom method potential, hereafter referred to as the Zhou potential, to overcome a charge instability problem and a limitation revealed when applied to metal-oxide systems of more than one metallic element, found in the original EAM + Qeq potential [33] . This potential is then applied to multicomponent metal-oxide [35] and alkali halide systems [36, 37] . Recently, Lazić et al. [38] propose a potential for the Al-O system based on the Zhou potential in combination with a reference free version of modified EAM (RFMEAM). More recently, a combination of the Zhou potential with the MEAM is also reported [39] for an application to the Li 2 MnO 3 compound.
The combination between the Tersoff potential and the Qeq scheme is first reported by Yasukawa [40] with an application to the Si/SiO 2 system. However, Sinnott, Phillpot, and coworkers [41] find that a charge instability problem inherent to the original Qeq scheme [29, 33] occurs also in the Yasukawa potential and propose a modified Tersoff + Qeq potential, naming it the charge optimized many-body (COMB) potential. The COMB potential has been modified several times. The first generation COMB (COMB1) potential is for the abovementioned Si/SiO 2 system. The COMB1 can be regarded as a slightly modified version of the Yasukawa potential to avoid the charge instability, being based on an effective point charge concept as in the original formalism. The potential is modified in a way that considers radial distribution of electron density instead of the point charge, and is applied to the Si/SiO 2 system [42] again and also to other metal/metal-oxide systems such as Hf/HfO 2 [43] and Cu/Cu 2 O [44] . This potential is modified again to include charge-core charge interactions and a polarization scheme, and is applied to the Cu/Cu 2 O [45] system again and to the Cu/ZnO [46] system. Most recently, the third generation COMB (COMB3), which uses terms from the latest COMB2 version [45] for electrostatic effects and from REBO2 for short-range interactions, is proposed and applied to C/H/O/N [47] , U/UO 2 [48] , and Ti/TiO 2 [49] . Details of the history for the COMB potential development are well summarized elsewhere [50, 51] .
Another many-body potential that considers variable charges in ionic bonding is the reactive force fields (ReaxFF) potential developed by van Duin et al. [52] . ReaxFF also uses a bond-order concept and includes Coulomb interaction, van der Waals interaction, as well as a nonelectrostatic bonding energy term, similar to the COMB potentials. ReaxFF is developed much earlier than COMB. ReaxFF is designed so that it can deal with a wide range of materials (with ionic, metallic, covalent, and even van der Waals bonding nature) from the beginning, while COMB has been continuously modified to extend its coverage. The basic concept and potential formalism of ReaxFF is much different from that of COMB even though the materials systems that can be dealt with using those potentials are now similar. For example, ReaxFF explicitly includes energy terms related to bond angle and torsion separately, while those terms are involved in the bond-order parameter in COMB. ReaxFF has been applied to hydrocarbon materials [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , Si-related materials [59] [60] [61] [62] , and even to metallic oxides [63] [64] [65] . More details on the comparison between ReaxFF and COMB can be found in a recent review article [50] .
Three classes of the interatomic potential family-the EAM or RFMEAM + Qeq, COMB, and ReaxFF-have been briefly reviewed. One can see that the extension of the EAM or RFMEAM + Qeq potential to a wider range of materials is relatively not very active, while that for the COMB and ReaxFF is almost explosive. The difference in activity between the EAM and bond-order potentials is partly because the type of elements (fcc metallic) dealt with using the EAM is somewhat limited compared to the bond-order potentials. However, it should be remembered that both COMB and ReaxFF are designed in a suitable form for covalent materials rather than metallic materials. Even though both potentials are being applied to metallic systems, how well those potentials perform is rarely reported for metallic alloy systems or solid-state multicomponent systems composed of metallic and covalent elements. On the other hand, the 2NNMEAM, one of the latest versions of MEAM, has been applied to a wide range of elements including bcc [66] , fcc [67] , hcp metals [68, 69] , manganese [70] , and diamond-structured covalent bonding elements such as carbon [71] , silicon [72] , germanium [73] , and their alloys. Details of the 2NNMEAM formalism and its applications are well summarized in Ref. [74] .
The applicable materials classes of atomistic simulations based on semiempirical interatomic potentials would be much extended if a potential which has been successful for multicomponent alloy systems composed of metallic and covalent elements can also consider the ionic interactions. From this point of view, it is quite natural to think of the combination of the 2NNMEAM and the Qeq scheme. Such an effort has been made during the last several years, and now, the present authors, the 2NNMEAM potential developers, report a potential formalism that can cover multicomponent alloy oxides systems in a form that combines the 2NNMEAM formalism and the Qeq scheme, as a further improvement of a series of existing models [33, 34, 38] . An integrated solution for the technical problems [34, 42, 75, 76] raised during the implementation of the Qeq scheme to many-body potentials, that is, the charge instability, charge for an isolated atom, and negative charge for metallic elements in alloy systems, is described in Sec. II, together with the potential formalism. We apply the potential formalism to the oxides of Ti and Si, the representative metallic and covalent element, respectively, and compare its performance with other potentials in Sec. III. Section IV is the conclusion.
II. FORMALISM OF 2NNMEAM + Qeq POTENTIAL
The formalism of the potential proposed in the present study contains two terms: nonelectrostatic and electrostatic interaction terms. The nonelectrostatic interaction term is exactly identical to the existing 2NNMEAM potential formalism and is independent from atomic charges. The electrostatic interaction term is a function of atomic positions and charges. Therefore, the total energy of the system including N atoms is expressed as
where x = {x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x N } and q = {q 1 ,q 2 , . . . ,q N } is a variable set of atomic positions and charges, respectively. The nonelectrostatic and electrostatic terms are independent of each other. The 2NNMEAM energy of the reference structure basically satisfies the Rose universal equation of state (EOS) [19, 77] which describes well a universal relationship between the total energy and interatomic distances in metallic and covalent solids. It is known that the Rose equation does not describe well the ionic solids. However, even in the case of ionic solids, it has been pointed out that the Rose equation is applied well if the electrostatic interaction term is considered separately [78, 79] . Therefore, in the present formalism, the 2NNMEAM terms based on the Rose EOS is used without any modification and only the electrostatic term is newly introduced. Details of the 2NNMEAM formalism will not be given here. Readers are referred to Refs. [14] and [74] . The electrostatic energy is expressed by the sum of atomic energy E atom i and Coulomb pair interaction V Coul ij , using the terminology of Rappe and Goddard [29] :
A. Atomic energy Rappe and Goddard [29] expressed the atomic energy of an atom i as a quadratic polynomial of atomic charge q i ,
Here, χ 0 i is the electronegativity and J 0 i is the atomic hardness or the self-Coulomb repulsion. It has been pointed out that this simple quadratic polynomial atomic energy term does not yield a sufficient amount of penalty energy enough to prevent atoms from being unreasonably charged beyond the charge limits. Once the atomic penalty energy fails to keep the atomic charge within a given limit, the Coulomb interaction term becomes increasingly high as cationic and anionic atoms get closer to each other. The electrostatic attractive force between the two oppositely charged ions becomes stronger and the distance between the two ions becomes even shorter as the molecular dynamics time step proceeds, and the atomic structure of the ionic crystal eventually collapses. To prevent this charge instability problem, Rappe and Goddard [29] assign limits to atomic charges and adjust the charge values whenever any equilibrium charges are calculated to go beyond the limits. In the Zhou [34] potential and COMB3 [47] , the atomic energy expression is modified as in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), respectively.
In the Zhou potential, Eq. (4), two additional terms are added to the second-order polynomial in order to enforce the charge bounds within [q min ,i ,q max ,i ]. The COMB3, Eq. (5), uses a quartic polynomial with an additional term which is zero when q i is within its charge limits and is assigned a rapidly increasing positive value as q i goes beyond its charge limits.
The use of the modified atomic energy expressions removes the above-mentioned charge instability problem. However, such modifications change the numerical procedure for the
The functional form of E atom (1) . This second atomic energy term is set to be smoothly continuous at |q i | = 1e with the first atomic energy term and to be larger than the first atomic energy term in the given range, [1e, 2e]. The third and fourth atomic energy terms can be defined in the same way. Namely, a quadratic spline function is used in the present study as the atomic energy term. In order to determine each quadratic uniquely, one more condition is required in addition to the continuity and smoothness. The condition is defined by introducing parameters,
Positive signs are taken for cationic elements and negative signs for anionic elements. Using E (n) i , the coefficients in Eqs. (6a)-(6d) can be determined recursively. That is,
where a
i = 0, and n = 2,3,4. By choosing positive values for E (n) i , the atomic energy for a higher charge state can be always larger than that for a lower charge state. The relation between atomic energy and atomic charge is illustrated in Fig. 1 . E (n) i (n = 2,3,4) are newly introduced potential parameters that prevent the charge instability and also have an effect on other properties, and are determined during the parameter optimization procedure as will be described in Sec. III A. The present approach requires an additional process to check whether computed equilibrium charges of individual cationic atoms remain in the initially assigned charge range. Details of this issue will also be described in Sec. II C. 
B. Coulomb interaction and long-range summation
In the original Qeq method [29] , Coulomb interactions between two charged atoms are represented by a Coulomb integral between atomic densities of ns-Slater orbital. For large separations, the Coulomb interaction between unit charges on centers of two atoms separated by a distance R is k c /R exactly as in the case of two point charges, where k c is the Coulomb constant. As R → 0, however, the charge distributions on the two atoms overlap and the Coulomb interaction should converge to a finite value by a shielding effect. There are a number of ways of evaluating the shielding of two charge distributions. This is related to the functional form of atomic densities or charge distributions. While Rappe and Goddard choose the ns-Slater orbital as the atomic density function, the Zhou potential and COMB3 use an atomic density function of the form
which is first proposed by Streitz and Mintmire [33] . Z i is an effective core charge and f i the radial distribution function of the valence charge. The function f i (r) can be expressed by a simple exponential function (the density function of 1s Slater orbital):
where the parameter ζ i controls the spread of the electron distribution. The Coulomb integral between two atomic densities can be written
In the present study, the atomic density function of Streitz and Mintmire, Eq. (9), is used because of its mathematical simplicity. The analytic solution of double integral in Eq. (11) is as derived by Zhou et al. [34] .
As mentioned already, for large separations, the Coulomb interaction converges to k c /R, which is a long-range interaction. Classically, this long-range interaction can be evaluated using the well-known Ewald summation technique [80] which has been used in the original Qeq and Zhou potentials. The Ewald summation technique accurately computes long-range interactions. However, the computational cost is expensive due to the Fourier transform involved in the summation procedure. The COMB3 uses the charge-neutralized real-space direct summation method [81] (Wolf's direct summation method hereafter), which computes the long-range Coulomb potential without using the Fourier transform. The computational cost of Wolf's direct summation method is relatively low because the Fourier transform is not necessary. However, this method involves a probable computational error. According to Wolf et al. [81] , the calculation for a perfect crystal can be evaluated almost accurately in comparison with Ewald summation. They report that even in the case of highly disordered systems, the amount of error is negligible. In molecular dynamic simulations, a highly efficient calculation with an acceptable amount of error is preferable to an exact calculation with an expensive computational cost. Therefore, the Wolf's direct summation [81] is used in the present study instead of the Ewald summation.
The double integral for Coulomb integration in Eq. (11) involves one long-range 1/R term, and the other exponential terms included are of short range. The short-range exponential terms effectively decay at relatively short distances, and therefore, can be directly summed up. The lattice summation of 1/R term is replaced by
in the Wolf's direct summation method. Here, α is the damping coefficient and R c is the cutoff radius. As α increases, the Coulomb potential converges at shorter cutoff radius but the error increases, and vice versa. Therefore, it is necessary to determine an optimized value of α and R c considering computational accuracy and efficiency. By several tests, α = 0.2Å −1 and R c = 12Å are finally selected in this study.
C. Minimization method
The analytic form of the total electrostatic energy, Eq. (2), is now clearly defined as a function of atomic positions and charges. For any form of quadratic function of q i 's, one can generalize the total electrostatic energy as
where χ i and J ij are coefficients independent of q i . In this study, χ i and J ij can be written , be equal to each other: μ 1 = μ 2 = · · · = μ N . Therefore, the Qeq method leaves N independent equations including the charge conservation condition (usually C = 0 with the charge neutrality condition):
The chemical potentials, the first-order partial derivatives of E ES with respect to q i , are linear functions when the atomic energy term is quadratic. Therefore, the equations for the electronegativity equalization and the charge neutrality condition construct a linear equation system of N dimension. Rappe and Goddard solve this equation analytically by an inverse matrix method. This method can find an exact solution but can be highly inefficient for systems of large N . Moreover, the coefficient matrix is not symmetric and inverting the matrix can be further inefficient. On the other hand, the Zhou potential uses a conjugate gradient method (CGM) which finds a numerical solution of the minimization problem by an iterative algorithm.
The CGM can be more efficient than the matrix method for a large N. However, it can only be used to solve "unconstrained" optimization problems. Therefore, the equation system should be modified to an unconstrained form to be solved using the CGM method. In the case of the Zhou potential, the constraint (charge neutrality condition) is absorbed into the equations by substituting − N−1 i=1 q i for q N in Eq. (13), modifying the problem into the one with N − 1 independent variables q i (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1). Here, q N is determined after finding the values of all the other equilibrium charges, using the relation
However, we find that this approach can leave an unreasonable value to q N because all numerical errors involved in the calculated q i (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1) are accumulated to q N . We also confirm during our study that the q N can be significantly different from those for other atoms even in a perfectly ordered structure such as the NaCl structure which should satisfy q Na(1) = q Na(2) = · · · = q Na(N/2) = −q Cl(1) = −q Cl(2) = · · · = −q Cl(N/2) .
In COMB3, on the other hand, a dynamic fluctuating charge method proposed by Rick et al. [82] is used for minimizing electrostatic energy. In this approach, the charges are treated as dynamical variables that can evolve explicitly in time. The individual charges respond to deviations from the electronegativity equalization by moving toward a new charge state, which more closely satisfies the equalization condition. It can be said that this method of updating the charges is equivalent to a single-iteration steepest descent root-finding scheme [83] . Because this method does not construct any matrix, it is computationally more efficient than the above-mentioned matrix-based methods. However, this method cannot assure the electronegativity equalization and the charge neutrality conditions, which means that the energy may not be conserved during the simulation [41, 83] .
Our study uses a split-charge equilibration (SQE) method proposed by Nistor et al. [75] , which intrinsically allows the charge neutrality condition, and we use the CGM to minimize the total electrostatic energy without any constraint condition. The SQE is based on the principle of Qeq, but is different from the original Qeq in the way of representing atomic charges. This will be explained in more detail in Sec. II D and in the Appendix.
As mentioned in Sec. II A, the atomic energy term used in the present study has different expression depending on the range of q i . Therefore, the coefficients in Eq. (13) should match atomic charges. For a given initial configuration where equilibrium charge values are not assigned to individual atoms, the atomic energy of all atoms can be given as E atom (1) i assuming a charge range of [−1e,1e]. When equilibrium charges for all atoms are computed through the energy minimization process, some atoms may have charge values beyond the initial range. The atomic energy values of those atoms are modified according to the newly computed charge. The subsequent energy minimization using the modified atomic energies may yield new values of equilibrium charges. These minimization processes should be repeated until all the equilibrium charges are in the correct domain of atomic energy. Fortunately, these processes are normally over up to three times and are required only for the initial step where the information on equilibrium charges is not available. Once equilibrium charges are assigned to individual atoms, atomic energy terms for the next step can be directly chosen from the previous ones. The equilibrium charges may change as atomic positions change. However, in ordinary molecular dynamics simulations, the atomic positions of individual atoms do not change abruptly and neither do the equilibrium charges. Therefore, the multiple energy minimization process is not required frequently during a molecular dynamics step except the first time step.
D. Charge representation
In the original Qeq, the individual atomic charges are represented by a set of q i and they are considered as variables to be determined as a solution of an energy minimization problem. In this case, some problematic situations can occur as follows: For example, let us consider an isolated atom from a bulk. If one performs the Qeq with the given configuration, the isolated atom will get some charges even though it must be neutral due to the absence of neighboring atoms to transfer charges around. A similar situation can occur in a simulation containing two different metallic elements. In binary metallic alloys, two metallic atoms would not transfer charges to each other. However, in Qeq simulations, some charges would be given to one type of atoms from the other type of atoms as far as they have different electronegativity. These undesirable situations can be avoided if the atomic charges are generated only when there are neighbor atoms that can accept or donate electrons. Indeed, an ionic bond is formed when the valence electron density between covalently bonded atoms is concentrated on the side of a more electronegative atom.
As a means to describe the formation of ionic bonding more plausibly, Nistor et al. [75] propose a new scheme that allows the charge flow only between covalently bonded neighbors, using the concept of the so-called split charges. They express the charge q i of an atom i as
where the split chargeq ji represents the charge flow from a covalently bonded neighbor atom j to atom i. R bond ij is the cutoff distance for defining the split charge, which is sufficiently large so that all first-neighboring atoms with opposite charges are covered. The opposite direction of charge flow is represented by the opposite sign of the split charge:
With this approach, an isolated atom remains neutral because there is no neighbor atom to transfer a charge to. If we do not define the split charge between metallic elements, no electrostatic interaction exists in purely metallic alloy systems and the systems can be described only by the nonelectrostatic term (2NNMEAM formalism, in the present case). In addition, this representation of the atomic charge always ensures charge neutrality of the whole system because the opposite direction of a split charge has a negative sign. Therefore, the CGM can be applied more straightforwardly and stably. That means that the minimization problem has a symmetric matrix and the numerical errors are not accumulated to the last q variable with no external condition. More details and some comments in using the split-charge model are described in the Appendix.
In Table I , we summarize our formalisms and techniques used for the electrostatic energy term in comparison with the original Qeq, the Zhou potential, and the COMB3. We also present the computing procedure of the electrostatic energy in the form of a flowchart in Fig. 2 . The electrostatic energy is calculated at every time step. However, the electrostatic energy minimization (charge equilibration) is not performed every time step but every tens or hundreds time step, since it is a time-consuming process.
III. EVALUATION OF 2NNMEAM + Qeq FOR Ti-O AND Si-O SYSTEMS
The primary goal of our study is to develop a potential model that can simultaneously describe metallic, covalent, and ionic bonding. To demonstrate the validity of our potential model, we choose the Ti-O and Si-O systems as the representative oxide system of the metallic and covalent elements, respectively, and optimize the potential parameters for each system. We calculate fundamental physical properties (structural, elastic, thermodynamic, and defect properties) of various compounds and compare them with available experimental data or other calculations. We also examine the thermal stability of all the compounds considered and describe them in this section. 
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A. Parameter optimization
Our potential model, the 2NNMEAM + Qeq, has 14 MEAM parameters (E c , R e , α, A, t (1) , t (2) , t (3) , β (0) , β (1) , β (2) , β (3) , C min , C max , and d) and seven electrostatic parameters (χ 0 , J 0 , E (2) , E (3) , E (4) , ζ and Z) for each element. The electrostatic part of our model affects only binary properties (for titanium oxides or silicon oxides), not unary properties. This means that our 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential is equivalent to the existing 2NNMEAM potential for pure elements, and independently determined 2NNMEAM parameter sets for pure elements can be used for developing binary potentials. In this study, we use previously developed 2NNMEAM potential parameters without any modification for pure titanium [68] and silicon [72] . However, some (thermal stability) problems occur when describing the Ti-O and Si-O systems using the present pure titanium [68] , silicon [72] parameters and the existing oxygen parameters [13] . The oxygen parameters are those determined by fitting a relatively insufficient amount of experimental information, the properties of O 2 dimer and O 3 trimer, while they strongly affect properties of the Ti-O and Si-O binary systems. Therefore, we modified the MEAM parameters for pure oxygen to better describe the Ti-O and Si-O binary systems by fitting the binary properties and also the properties of pure oxygen, simultaneously. The modified oxygen MEAM parameters are listed in Table II , together with parameters for pure titanium [68] and silicon [72] .
The electrostatic parameters defining the atomic energy, E (3) and E (4) , are not significant in the present case because the formal charge of oxygen (−2e) is the upper limit of the oxygen charge, and oxide properties are well described with equilibrium charge values smaller than 2e for Ti and Si atoms. Nevertheless, at high-pressure or high temperature conditions, the charge values can go beyond the range [−2e,2e] and cause a charge instability problem unless E (3) is given a sufficiently large value. In the present study, E (3) is given an arbitrarily large value so that the charge of oxygen cannot be more negative than −2e. The effective core charge, Z, for oxygen is set to zero as has been done by Streitz and Mintmire [33] and Zhou et al. [34] , and therefore, five parameters for titanium or silicon and four parameters for oxygen are optimized, as listed in Table II. To describe the interaction between two different elements (i and j ), the 2NNMEAM potential needs 13 more parameters,
, C max(ijj ) , and ρ 0 (i)/ρ 0 (j ). In the present study, only C min(OiO) and C max(OiO) parameters are given an adjusted value and other C min and C max parameters are given default assumed values, i.e.,
2 and C max = 2.80, in each binary system.
If all the unary 2NNMEAM parameter sets are available for constituent elements, the parametrization for a binary oxide system is performed over electrostatic parameters for pure elements and 2NNMEAM parameters for the binary system. In the present study, 2NNMEAM parameters for pure oxygen are also included in the parameter optimization procedure, as mentioned already. Among several candidate parameter sets for pure oxygen, a common parameter set that shows the best performance in both Si-O and Ti-O binary systems is finally selected. Since the electrostatic and 2NNMEAM parameter sets for pure oxygen are now available, the parametrization on other metal-oxide binary systems shall be performed over the electrostatic parameters for the metal elements and 2NNMEAM parameters for the relevant binary systems. Tables II and III show the finally selected potential parameters obtained by fitting physical properties (structural, elastic properties and heat of formation) of various compounds from experiments or DFT calculations, using a genetic algorithm which is a well-known global optimization method. The cutoff Before presenting the calculated properties of the Ti-O and Si-O binary systems, we present the calculated properties of pure oxygen using the modified potential parameter set listed in Table II . The MEAM potential formalism exactly reproduces the cohesive energy (E c ) and nearest distance (R e ) of the given reference structure, and there is no doubt in that the present oxygen parameters would reproduce correctly the cohesive energy and interatomic distance of the O 2 dimer. In the case of the O 3 trimer, our potential gives −2.096 eV/atom, 1.271Å, and 116.65°for the cohesive energy, bond length, and bond angle, respectively. This calculation is comparable with the known literature value [84] of 1.28Å for the bond length and 116.8°for the bond angle in the O 3 trimer. We also check whether our potential predicts any wrong stable phase other than O 2 dimer, by computing the cohesive energy of some artificial structures of pure oxygen such as simple cubic, fcc, bcc, hcp, and diamond structure. Those structures, except the diamond structure, are calculated to be unstable even at 0 K, while the diamond structure of pure oxygen is calculated to be metastable with a cohesive energy of −0.177 eV/atom and a nearest-neighbor distance of 1.617Å. We finally perform a molecular dynamic simulation with a sample consisting of randomly distributed oxygen atoms to check whether some other oxygen molecules can be stabilized in addition to O 2 dimer and O 3 trimer. The molecular dynamic simulation is performed at 300 K with an N -P -T ensemble for 1 ns using a sample of 1000 atoms. We confirm that the initially liquidlike phase changes into a gaseous phase consisting mainly of O 2 dimers and some of O and O 3 molecules with an average potential energy slightly above −2.56 eV/atom, the ground state energy of the O 2 dimer. Based on the above-mentioned results, the present authors believe that the present MEAM potential for pure O describes reasonably well the properties of pure oxygen.
B. Properties of titanium oxides by the 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential
Titanium oxides have been studied with great interest industrially and academically due to their various compounds and polymorphs. Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) exists abundantly in nature as minerals such as rutile [85, 86] , anatase [87, 88] , and brookite [89, 90] . In addition, metastable phases (TiO 2 (B) [91] , hollandite [92] , ramsdellite [93] ) can be synthesized experimentally. It has also been indicated from experimental and theoretical studies that there are high-pressure phases of TiO 2 such as columbite [94, 95] , baddeleyite [95, 96] [102] , TiO [103, 104] , and so on.
An ideal interatomic potential would be the one that reproduces the structural, mechanical, and thermodynamic properties (lattice parameters, elastic constants, and heat of formation) of all the above-mentioned oxide phases using one set of potential parameters. We optimize the potential parameters for the Ti-O system in Tables II and III Table IV compares lattice parameters and bulk modulus of various titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) polymorphs calculated using the present 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential, with experimental data [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] , DFT calculation [105] , and those by three other interatomic potentials: MS-Q potential [32] , reactive force field (ReaxFF) [65] , and COMB3 [49] . The agreement between our calculation and experimental data is good for all polymorphs of TiO 2 . The relative root mean square error (rRMSE) of our potential with respect to experimental data for lattice parameters is 3.8%. The error mostly comes from the lattice parameter c of cotunnite. It should be also noted that our potential covers a much wider range of polymorphs than the other many-body + Qeq potentials, ReaxFF and COMB3.
The elastic constants of rutile are also available. Our calculation is compared with experimental data [86] , DFT [105] , and other calculations [32, 49] in Table V . The agreement between the present calculation and experiments or the DFT calculation is also reasonably good.
Lattice parameters and bulk modulus of various Ti x O y compounds (compositions other than x:y = 1 : 2) are calculated and compared with experimental data [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] , DFT calculation [105] , and MS-Q [31] calculation (see Table VI ). Here, it should be noticed that the Ti x O y compound phases listed in Table VI are not covered by ReaxFF [65] and COMB3 [49] , and the present potential describes most of those compounds (except α-TiO and γ -TiO) even better than the MS-Q. The γ -TiO phase is known to involve vacancies [104] . However, we considered a perfect NaCl type for the γ -TiO. The agreement between our calculation and experiment data for the α-TiO and γ -TiO phases is relatively worse than that for other compound phases.
The next property examined is the thermodynamic properties of individual compounds. Figure 3 shows the calculated enthalpy of formation of the most stable oxide phase at each stoichiometric composition and at 0 K, in comparison with a CALPHAD calculation [106] . The upward curvature in the composition vs enthalpy of formation plot indicates that Ti 2 O 3 , Ti 3 O 5 , and TiO 2 are thermodynamically stable compounds, while α-TiO and γ -TiO are slightly metastable. It should be noted here that the rutile is calculated to be the most stable TiO 2 compound in agreement with experimental information [107] . However, the low temperature Ti 3 O 5 (L) phase is calculated to be less stable than the high temperature Further, it should also be noted that at the composition of TiO the monoclinic α-TiO is the experimentally known [103] , most stable phase at low temperatures up to 1200 K and the NaCltype γ -TiO exists with a complicated vacancy ordering at high temperatures. However, our potential predicts α-TiO and γ -TiO as mechanically unstable phases, as will be described in more detail later on. Dilute heat of solution of oxygen in hcp and bcc Ti is −2.37 and −1.79 eV, respectively, while CALPHAD calculation [106] gives −5.65 and −5.57 eV for the same quantities. These shortcomings should be kept in mind in future applications of the present potential.
As already mentioned, rutile is the most stable phase of TiO 2 . The cohesive energy of rutile and energy differences between rutile and other polymorphs, calculated by the present potential, are listed in Table VII , also in comparison with experimental data [107] , the DFT calculation [105] , and other calculations [49] . The cohesive energy of rutile according to our potential is −19.0317 eV/TiO 2 , while it is −19.554 eV/TiO 2 according to the CALPHAD calculation [106] . Both are in good agreement with experimental value −19.9 eV/TiO 2 . The DFT overestimates and the MS-Q underestimates the cohesive energy of rutile, while the ReaxFF and COMB3 yield comparable values. The energy differences between rutile and anatase or brookite according to the present potential are comparable with experimental information or other calculations.
As a means to examine the transferability of the potential, surface energy of rutile and anatase, and point defect (Schottky and Frenkel defects) formation energy of rutile are calculated and compared with first-principles data [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] , as illustrated in Tables VIII and IX, respectively. Here, all calculations are for relaxed structures. In the case of (100) and (110) We also investigate the structural changes (lattice parameter a and c, and volume) of rutile and anatase at high pressures and compare them with experimental information [113, 114] in Fig. 4 . It is clear that our potential describes well the high-pressure properties even though those properties are not included in the fitting procedure.
The last quantity investigated for the Ti-O system is the charge state of each element in individual compound phases. The charge equilibration scheme enables the computation of variable charges depending on local environments, and the average charge of titanium and oxygen atoms in individual titanium oxide phases is different as listed in Table X . According to our potential, the average charge of Ti in the three TiO 2 polymorphs-rutile, anatase, and brookite-is +1.408e,+1.409e, and +1.408e, respectively, while a DFT calculation [49] gives +2.26e and +2.24e for rutile and anatase, respectively. COMB3 [49] gives +1.91e, +1.88e, and +1.89e for rutile, anatase, and brookite, respectively, while other potentials have smaller values (ReaxFF [49] : +1.60e, +1.58e, and +1.58e; MS-Q [32] : +1.15e, +1.12e, and 1.14e). It should be emphasized here that it is difficult to obtain information about the charge state of individual atoms in solids by experiments, and the charge is not a well-defined quantity even in DFT calculations. The average charge of Ti in other compound phases is calculated to decrease with a decreasing O/Ti ratio, as can be well expected.
C. Properties of silicon dioxides by the 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential
Different from the Ti-O binary system, the Si-O system has only one compound, the silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ), on the phase diagram. However, the SiO 2 is characterized by the existence of a large number of polymorphs. Among the polymorphs, quartz (α- [115] and β- [116] ), β-tridymite [117] , and cristoballite (α- [118] and β- [119] ) appear as thermodynamically stable phases at different temperature ranges. Coesite [120] is a high-pressure polymorph of SiO 2 with a rather complex monoclinic structure. Keatite [121] is found in nature, although rarely, and is mainly synthesized by crystallization at moderate temperature (473-673 K) and pressure (2-3 kbar). Stishovite [122] (an isomorph with rutile TiO 2 ) is also synthesized at high-pressure conditions. The issue here is to reproduce the fundamental physical properties of all the above-mentioned SiO 2 polymorphs using one set of potential parameters, as has been done for the Ti-O system.
The structure of α-quartz may be considered as a distorted form of the idealized structure of β-quartz, and the β-cristobalite and β-tridymite structures can be idealized by choosing some structural parameters to be more symmetric (idealized β-cristobalite and β-tridymite are represented with a prefix "i-": i-cristobalite and i-tridymite, respectively). Our potential can reasonably reproduce these minimal structural differences in low symmetric and idealized structures. Table XI shows the calculated lattice parameters and bulk modulus of SiO 2 polymorphs, in comparison with experimental data [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] , DFT calculations [123] , and other calculations [4] [5] [6] 30, 42, 124] using (semi-)empirical potentials. Most of our calculation results are in good agreement with experimental data or DFT calculations. Experimental information on elastic constants of two SiO 2 polymorphs, α-quartz [125] and α-cristobalite [126] , is available and compared with the present calculation and other calculations [6, 42, 127] in Table XII . Clearly, the classical pairwise fixed-charge potentials (BKS [6, 127] and TTAM [127] ) reproduce the elastic constants better than the recently developed potentials based on many-body and charge equilibration schemes (the present one and COMB2 [42] ), probably because of the smaller number of properties considered during parameter fitting. Most SiO 2 structures are composed of corner-sharing tetrahedral SiO 4 units. The structures are similar to each other and only differ in the connectivity of the basic tetrahedral units and hence show only minimal structural energy differences [123] . It is well known that α-quartz is the most stable structure among SiO 2 polymorphs. Hence, we calculated the cohesive energy of α-quartz and energy differences between α-quartz and other polymorphs, and compared them with experimental data [128, 129] , DFT calculation [123] , and other calculations [5, 42] as shown in Table XIII . The calculated cohesive energy of α-quartz is −20.0043 eV/SiO 2 , close to the experimental value −19.23 eV/SiO 2 , and the energy differences between α-quartz and other polymorphs according to our potential are in reasonable agreement with experimental data and/or DFT calculation except for stishovite. Stishovite has octahedral SiO 6 basic unit in contrast to other polymorphs. This structural difference of stishovite makes a noticeable energy difference compared to other polymorphs, as shown in our calculation as well as in the DFT and COMB2 calculations. However, it should be noted that the energy difference by our calculation is much larger than other calculations. As mentioned already, the phase diagram of the Si-O binary system shows that only SiO 2 compounds exist in the whole compositional range. This means that no other compound with different stoichiometric compositions should exist as a stable compound on the composition vs enthalpy of formation plot at 0 K. To confirm this, we calculate the enthalpy of formation of artificial SiO compound phases (NaCl-type B1, CsCl-type B2, and ZnS-type B3 structure) and check whether our potential reproduces these compound phases as meta or unstable phases. Figure 5 shows calculated enthalpy of formation of B1, B2, and B3 SiO and stable SiO 2 phases at 0 K. The data points for B1, B2, and B3 are all above the line connecting pure Si and stable SiO 2 , which means that B1, B2, and B3 SiO phases are not stable according to the present potential.
The (0001) surface energy values are available [130] for α-quartz from first principles, and a comparison is made with the present calculation (Table XIV) to examine the transferability of the potential. It should be mentioned here that the simulation sample for the (0001) surface has two surfaces, one at the top and the other at the bottom of the sample. One is Si terminated, while the other is O terminated. According to our potential, the Si-terminated surface is unstable (the outmost Si layer tends to change its position with the O layer). The present calculation for the Si/O-terminated surface is carried out for the unrelaxed structure, while calculations for the other surfaces and point defects are for relaxed structures. The cleaved surface is the O-terminated surface without reconstruction. Our potential generally underestimates the surface energy of α-quartz and fails to reproduce the reconstruction on the (0001) surface. The information on the defect formation energy is not available even for the α-quartz, except the first-principles value [131] for anion Frenkel defect in noninteracting condition. Similar calculations of point defect formation energy are carried out as in the rutile for future comparisons, and the results are presented in Table XV .
Pressure-induced structural changes of SiO 2 polymorphs (α-quartz, α-cristobalite, and stishovite) are investigated as presented in Fig. 6 , in comparison with experimental data [115, 118, 122] . Our potential overestimates the effect of pressure on the lattice parameters and volume of α-quartz, 
D. Thermal stability and thermal properties
All the properties calculated in previous sections are 0 K properties. According to our experience, so many potentials that perform well at 0 K often fail at finite temperatures. The representative example of the failure is a transformation of the structure into an unknown structure, which decreases the energy to a level that makes the unknown structure a stable phase on the phase diagram. In this case, we cannot use the potential for finite temperature simulations.
To check the performance of our potentials at finite temperatures, we examine the energy and structural changes of all the compound phases considered, during heating. The initial structures of individual compound phases relaxed at 0 K are heated to 3000 K, increasing the temperature by 200 K Expt.
FIG. 5.
Enthalpy of formation of silicon oxides according to the present 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential, in comparison with experimental data [129] . The reference state is diamond Si and O 2 gas. and equilibrating the structures (containing 2000-4000 atoms) using a molecular dynamics simulation for 10 picoseconds at each temperature with an N -P -T ensemble. Then, the heated structures at each temperature are rapidly cooled to 0 K to see whether the initial 0 K structures have recovered. If the potentials perform correctly, one can expect that the internal energy of individual phases would monotonically increase with an increasing temperature and abruptly change when a transformation to a more stable, known structure or melting occurs. The point to look for during the heating is whether any compound phase transforms to an unknown structure, decreasing the energy and thus making itself the most stable phase at the corresponding composition. By confirming the recovery of initial (0 K) structure after rapid cooling from finite temperatures, we want to confirm that the potential does not generate undesirable structures during dynamic simulations (at finite temperatures) and can be used for dynamic simulations in the whole temperature range. Thermal properties such as the thermal expansion coefficient and heat capacity are also calculated from this heating simulation. Figure 7 (a) shows the change of internal energy of TiO 2 polymorphs with an increasing temperature, and Fig. 7(b) shows the internal energy of individual structures rapidly cooled from each heating temperature to 0 K. All the TiO 2 polymorphs show monotonic increases of internal energy with temperature and all the polymorphs except cotunnite recover the initial 0 K energy when rapidly cooled to 0 K from temperatures below melting temperature. According to the present potential, the cotunnite transforms to another [132] and anatase [87] , respectively.
In a way similar to the TiO 2 polymorphs, we examine the change in internal energy of other Ti x O y compound phases as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). All the compounds except α-and γ -TiO show a monotonic increase of internal energy with an increasing temperature before melting and recover the initial 0 K energy when rapidly cooled to 0 K. However, as mentioned in Sec. III B, α-and γ -TiO are mechanically unstable, that is, they do not maintain the crystalline structure at finite temperatures but transform to amorphous phases with an energy drop. The enthalpy of amorphous TiO at 0 K is below the line that connects the enthalpy of formation of pure Ti and Ti 2 O 3 in the enthalpy of formation vs composition plot (Fig. 3) by about 0.1 eV/atom. Even though the 0.1 eV/atom Expt.
Expt.
Expt.
FIG. 6. Calculated pressure-induced structural changes in (a) α-quartz, (b) α-cristobalite, and (c) stishovite, in comparison with experimental data [115, 118, 122] .
is a small amount compared to the enthalpy of formation values of Ti oxides (around 3 eV/atom), we must pay attention to the structural stability when using the present potential for a molecular dynamics simulation near the equiatomic composition (x O = 0.5) of the Ti-O binary system. Figures 7(e) and 7(f) show the change of internal energy for SiO 2 polymorphs during heating and after rapid cooling to 0 K from each temperature. The energy of each phase except stishovite increases monotonically with an increasing temperature without any unreasonable decrease and shows an abrupt change with melting. Stishovite has much higher energy than other polymorphs and transforms to an unknown (amorphouslike) structure during heating according to our potential. However, the transformed structure remains as the highest energy structure among the SiO 2 polymorphs considered. The calculated specific heat of α-quartz is 76 J/mole K at 300 K, while the experimental data [133] is 50-75 J/mole K in a temperature range of 300-800 K. The volumetric thermal expansion behavior of α-quartz according to the present potential is somewhat complicated. The volume decreases with an increasing temperature at −8.6 × 10
in the range of 100-1000 K and then slightly increases at 8.4 × 10 −7 K −1 , while a monotonic increase is observed experimentally with a volume expansion coefficient of 3.5 × 10 −5 K −1 at 300 K [133] . When rapidly cooled to 0 K from each heating temperature, the energy and structure of some phases are not completely recovered. We believe that this is because the structures of SiO 2 polymorphs are quite complicated and distorted, and also because the mutual energy differences among the polymorphs are small (see Table XI ). It should be also mentioned that SiO 2 is mostly grown and used in an amorphous state. Several structures of amorphous SiO 2 can be generated by rapidly cooling liquid samples. To obtain a representative amorphous SiO 2 structure, several samples were generated by cooling to 300 K and annealing for 300 picoseconds at the same temperature with an N -P -T ensemble. Out of the generated amorphous structures, the structure with the closest peak positions in radial distribution functions for Si-Si (3.12Å), Si-O (1.62Å), and O-O (2.65Å) bonding to experimental information [134] is selected as the representative amorphous structure. The energy of the amorphous SiO 2 is calculated to be higher than that of α-quartz by 0.33 eV/SiO 2 and the density of amorphous SiO 2 is calculated to be 2.00 g/cm 3 (experimental value is 2.20 g/cm 3 ) [134] . Corresponding values by COMB2 [42] are 0.13 eV/SiO 2 and 2.458 g/cm 3 . The ratio between the density of amorphous SiO 2 and α-quartz according to the present potential is 0.83, which is in a good agreement with experimental value, 0.83 [134] .
Finally, as a means to demonstrate the power of the variable charge potential, the oxidation reaction of Ti nanowire and the Si/SiO 2 (α-quartz) interface structure are simulated, as shown in Figs. 8-10 . Here, the color represents the charge state. Figure 9 compares the oxidation rate on two Ti nanowires with different surface planes (1010) or (1120). It is shown that the nanowire with (1120) surface planes reacts faster with oxygen molecules at least at the beginning stage of the oxidation reaction. The surface energy of the (1010) and the (1120) planes is calculated [68] to be 2145 and 2352 erg/cm 2 , respectively. The present results show that the surface with higher energy may react faster than the surfaces with relative lower energy, but detailed analysis is left as a future study. One can expect that the effects of surface orientation, existence of grain boundary, alloying elements on the oxidation behavior (1010) and (1120) plane is calculated to be 2145 and 2352 erg/cm 2 , respectively [68] .
of metals, as well as the interfacial structure of heterogeneous systems can be investigated using the variable charge potential. The energy of Si/SiO 2 interface (a) and interface (c) in Fig. 10 is calculated to be 3.12 and 2.84 J/m 2 , respectively, but these are not systematically sought minimum energy surfaces between Si and α-quartz. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We present an interatomic potential model that describes metallic, covalent, and ionic bonding simultaneously in a form that combines the existing 2NNMEAM and the concept of Qeq. We complete an electrostatic energy model by newly developing a mathematical form for the atomic energy and combining selected computational techniques for energy minimization, summation of Coulomb interaction, and charge representation in an optimized way. We pay special attention to the removal of already reported shortcomings in the original Qeq and also to computational efficiency. The potentials for the Ti-O and Si-O binary systems reproduce the structural, elastic, and thermodynamic properties of a wide range of titanium oxides and silicon oxides, in reasonable agreement with experiments and DFT calculations, and perform reasonably also for defect properties and at high pressures and temperatures. The proposed 2NNMEAM + Qeq potential model will be a good companion interatomic potential model to existing COMB and ReaxFF and is expected to perform better for multicomponent metallic oxide systems. 
For a given configuration of atoms, we can define all the split charges by pairing atoms within the cutoff distance, R 
where κ ij can be interpreted as a bond hardness, in order to improve accuracy of predicting Muliken charges. However, Nistor et al. [75] and Mathieu [135] point out that it can lead to an abrupt change in energy and atomic charges during bond breaking, particularly when interatomic distances are near R bond . Mathieu proposed an idea where the split charge can vanish smoothly as interatomic distances get close to a threshold value (bond breaking limit) by modifying bond hardness κ ij to be dependent on interatomic distances. We, however, determine that this bond hardness term is not essential because the analogous physical meaning is sufficiently included in the presently modified electrostatic energy expression. Moreover, the expense to avoid the discontinuous changes of charge and energy during bond breaking is not trivial. Therefore, in this study, we do not include the bond hardness term but just take the concept of the split charge.
